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Abstract: Hardware Trojans (HTs) are malicious hardware components designed to leak confidential
information or cause the chip/circuit on which they are integrated to malfunction during operation.
When we deploy such hardware platforms for edge computing, FPGA-based implementations of
Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) are also currently falling victim to HT insertion.
However, for CGRA, an evolvable hardware (EHW) platform, which has the ability to dynamically
change its configuration and behavioral characteristics based on inputs from the environment,
provides us with a new way to mitigate HT attacks. In this regard, we investigate the feasibility
of using EHW to mitigate HTs that disrupt normal functionality in CGRA in this paper. When it
is determined that HT is inserted into certain processing elements (PEs), the array autonomously
reconfigures the circuit structure based on an evolutionary algorithm (EA) to avoid the use of
HT-infected (HT-I) PEs. We show that the proposed approach is applicable to: (1) hardware platforms
that support coarse-grained reconfiguration; and (2) pure combinatorial circuits. In a simulation
environment built in Python, this paper reports experimental results for two target evolutionary
circuits and outlines the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Keywords: evolvable hardware (EHW) at edge; coarse-grained reconfigurable array (CGRA);
hardware security; hardware trojan (HT); field-programmable gate array (FPGA)

1. Introduction

Current edge computing systems are deployed in highly complex intelligent applica-
tion scenarios with dynamically changing requirements. In order to provide the expected
performance in these situations, the use of flexible hardware/software platforms at the
edge has become widespread. However, due to a lack of resilience to untrusted entities,
these flexible hardware platforms are vulnerable to various threats and attacks. To date,
several steps of integrated circuits (ICs) development are outsourced to direct or indirect
collaboration between different (sometimes untrusted) parties [1], which has opened the
door to manipulation of ICs. The globalization process has created new sources of attack.
Untrusted entities can disrupt any point of this IC supply chain in a variety of ways,
with hardware Trojans (HTs) being the most dangerous due to their stealthy nature [2].
HTs are defined as malicious building blocks that are inserted into ICs to cause undesirable
behavior [3]. When HT is activated in some way, it can lead to leakage of sensitive infor-
mation, changes in circuit functionality, increased power consumption, and even physical
permanent damage.

To ensure the safety and reliability of ICs, we must first make sure whether the HT
circuits exist. Hence, there are a large number of studies focusing on detecting HTs in ICs.
To date, The methods for detecting HT fall into two main categories: (1) dynamic detection;
and (2) static detection. The dynamic detection method is designed to detect HT circuits in-
serted by untrusted foundries during the manufacturing process [4–9]. The static detection
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methods use testability-based structural features extracted from IC design files to match
HTs’ features [10–14]. However, since attackers may create special types/hard-to-activate
HTs, there is no complete guarantee that HT circuits can be identified during the detection
phase. Once the HTs are activated at runtime, it is common practice to replace the existing
HT-infected (HT-I) device. However, in complex and dangerous edge computing applica-
tions, manual replacement/repair of hardware devices is almost impossible. As the ideas of
artificial intelligence have been incorporated into security and high trust research, evolvable
hardware (EHW) is becoming an important approach for fault-tolerant and highly reliable
designs [15]. Among them, Virtual Reconfigurable Circuits (VRC) and Coarse-Grained
Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) are popular ways to implement EHW architectures that
reconfigure the circuit structure in one or a few clock cycles [16]. This offers the possibility
to mitigate HT attacks on EHW architectures. However, relevant research in this area is
still in the exploratory stage.

In this paper, we investigate a solution for HT mitigation using EHW on CGRA.
Specifically, by using an evolutionary algorithm (EA) to explore and generate new circuit
structures that no longer use the PEs infected by HTs. Meanwhile, The new circuit structure
must also satisfy resource constraints, namely, minimize the resource overhead. In ad-
dition, the process of EA exploration is time-consuming, which is undesirable for most
electronic systems. To address this, we optimize the evolvable region (ER) to accelerate the
convergence. In summary, we make the following novel contributions:

• It is the first time employing an EA-based mitigation method against HTs attack in PE
of CGRA;

• A method to optimize the evolvable region is proposed for reducing the evolution time;
• The experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme for mitigat-

ing HT attacks and confirm that optimizing the evolvable region can accelerate the
evolution efficiency at the edge.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides information on HTs in digital
circuits, evolutionary algorithms and evolvable hardware. In Section 3, we describe the
proposed HT mitigation method. In Section 4, we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach
based on two target circuits. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Hardware Trojans

HTs are malicious circuits designed to alter the original chip/circuit functionality, leak
secret information, or even cause the permanent failure of the chip on which they are inte-
grated at runtime. As shown in Figure 1, HTs can be inserted by untrusted foundries and
third-party IP core vendors at different stages of FPGA and ASIC (Application Specific Inte-
grated Circuit) design development and manufacturing. HTs consists of two parts: a trigger
and a payload. The trigger usually corresponds to a rare data input (sequence), while the
payload is the activity that causes a data leak or fault when the HT is triggered. For example,
in communication systems, a chip infected with HT can leak sensitive data to the outside
world when a specific combination or sequence of input signals is transmitted [17].
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Figure 1. FPGA/ASIC design flow and potential insertion of HTs.

To prevent/alleviate the damage of the HTs to the circuit, we must first make sure
whether the HTs exist in ICs. Hence, there are a large number of studies focusing on
detecting HTs in ICs. The methods for detecting HT fall into two main categories: (1)
dynamic detection; and (2) static detection. The dynamic detection method is designed to
detect HT circuits inserted by untrusted foundries during the manufacturing process [4–9].
The static detection methods use testability-based structural features extracted from IC
design files to match HTs’ features [10–14]. Since attackers may create special types/hard-
to-activate HTs, there is no complete guarantee that HT circuits can be identified during the
detection phase. Once the HTs are activated at runtime, it is common practice to replace
the device infected with HT. However, in complex and dangerous applications, manual
replacement/repair of hardware devices is almost impossible. Therefore, it is necessary to
adopt intelligent mitigation mechanisms to deal with HT attacks in the ICs.

To date, intelligent mitigation mechanisms aiming at HT attacks are only available for
programmable devices or virtual reconfigurable architectures. The circuit infected by HTs
can be changed by reconfiguration to eliminate HTs. However, relevant research in this
area is still in the exploratory stage. Labafniya, M et al. proposed a mechanism to mitigate
HT for VRC implemented on field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [18]. The circuits are
autonomously and periodically reconfigured to eliminate the impact of HT on the circuit.
Liu, L et al. proposed a security mapping approach, dynamic resource management based
on security values, to enhance CGRA against HTs by selectively protecting PEs [19]. How-
ever, this approach is based on a triple modular redundancy architecture to mitigate HTs,
which has a high resource overhead and is difficult to mitigate in the presence of multiple
HTs. In this paper, an EA-based HT mitigation mechanism is proposed exploratively on
CGRA. HT attack mitigation is achieved by reconfiguring the circuit to avoid the use of
HT-I PEs.
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2.2. Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Array

FPGAs have proven their potential for accelerating High-Performance Computing
(HPC) applications. Traditionally, such a device primarily contains fine-grained elements,
such as look-up tables (LUTs), switch blocks (SBs), and connection blocks (CBs), as the
basic programmable logic blocks. However, traditional implementations suffer from high
reconfiguration and development costs [20]. To solve the above problems, programmable
logic components are defined at a higher level of abstraction. These components are
called Processing Elements (PEs) and the group of PEs along with the inter-connection
network form an architecture called CGRA [21]. This abstraction facilitates faster reconfigu-
ration/replacement of applications.

The CGRA introduced in this paper is shown in Figure 2. It consists of reconfigurable
PEs which are connected to each other using reconfigurable Virtual Switch Blocks (VSBs).
In the CGRA tool flow (right-hand side of Figure 2), the user will determine the CGRA
settings that will configure the required configurable components of the CGRA to realize
the desired application [22,23]. In CGRA, PE is the main unit that executes the application
and can be configured by IP cores, Functional Units (FU) or Arithmetic Units (AU) with
different granularities. It occupies most of the entire CGRA area and is the easiest target for
HTs. At the same time, its redundancy and reconfigurability characteristics make it difficult
to detect HTs. Therefore, it is very necessary to implement a hardware Trojan mitigation
mechanism in PEs.

Figure 2. CGRA Architecture.

2.3. Evolutionary Algorithms and Evolvable Hardware

Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are population-based metaheuristic optimization tech-
niques inspired by biological evolution [24]. Currently, EAs are successfully applied
in different fields such as arithmetic circuit design [25], the design of fault-tolerant sys-
tems [26], and power consumption optimization [27]. Genetic algorithm (GA) is one of the
more widely used EAs and has been successfully applied in various digital circuit imple-
mentations [28,29]. In [30], parallel GA is used to design digital circuits based on FPGA
architecture. The employed GA involves the use of a linear representation that can be easily
used to evolve the system. In [25], the logic circuits are organized on a two-dimensional
array of cells, and the use of GA has the best circuit design in terms of circuit complexity,
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power, and time delay. Given the ease of implementing circuit design in GA, we use GA as
an EA in this paper.

EA is essentially an optimization technique. The candidate solutions to the optimiza-
tion problem are individuals in the population, and the fitness function determines the
quality of the solution. Depending on how the fitness is evaluated, evolutionary hardware
can be divided into two categories: extrinsic evolution and intrinsic evolution. In extrinsic
evolution, the EA is implemented on an external computing device, and the fitness of all
chromosomes is evaluated by software models and simulators. Only the best option is
reconfigured on the hardware device to the desired circuit. In intrinsic evolution, the EA is
implemented on the external computing device, but the evaluation of each chromosome
is performed on the programmable device by reconfiguration [31]. Compared to extrinsic
evolution, the implementation of intrinsic evolution is more complex and time-consuming.

3. Proposed HT Mitigation Method
3.1. Overview

In this paper, a new approach to protect FPGA-based implementations of CGRA
from HTs attacks is proposed. CGRA consists of a large number of PEs, and the units
can communicate with each other over an on-chip network. PEs are the basic units that
implement the functions of the circuit, and are the most vulnerable parts to HTs infection.
In this paper, we only focus on the situation where HT is inserted into the PEs of the CGRA.
For this, we employ EA to search for a new circuit structure that does not contain PEs
inserted by HTs.

Figure 3 shows our proposed architecture for protecting CGRA from HTs attacks using
circuit evolution. There are two important parts: the optimization of the evolvable region
and the evolution algorithm. The number of PEs is chosen according to the functionality
of the circuit implementation. If the circuit is complex and/or large, the EA module will
evolve over a large number of PEs, so the evolution process can be very time-consuming.
In order to improve the evolution efficiency, we optimize the evolvable region based on
the original circuit structure. The evolutionary algorithm is the core of the entire circuit
evolution process, which traverses the optimal circuit structure based on the evolvable input
regions and the evolutionary goals of the circuit, and must also satisfy the corresponding
constraints. In addition, we use a validator to input test vectors in the offline stage to check
the function of the PE in CGRA to determine whether the PE is infected by the HTs and
input the location information of HTs to the module of optimization of the evolvable region
and EA. After the EA module evolves to obtain the optimal circuit structure, a configurator
is used to load the circuit configuration file onto the CGRA to reconfigure the PE to protect
the circuit from HTs attacks.

3.2. Optimization of Evolvable Regions

EA is usually time-consuming for generating optimal target circuit structures, espe-
cially when the circuits are complex and/or oversized. To reduce the evolution time, we
propose an algorithm to optimize the evolvable region. While retaining the original circuit
occupying the on-chip region, the evolvable region is expanded step by step until it stops
when the number of redundant PEs in the current region is satisfied to be greater than HT-I
PEs. Figure 4 shows the method and the effect of optimizing the evolvable region.
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Figure 3. Proposed structure for protection of FPGA against HTs.

Figure 4. The effect of optimizing the evolvable region. (Red Color: the HT-I PEs; Blue Color: the
coordinates of the leftmost, topmost, rightmost and bottommost PEs; Green and Pink Color: the effect
of optimizing evolvable region).

Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo-code for optimizing the evolvable region. The algo-
rithm’s input is all PEs on the CGRA architecture, and the output is the optimized evolvable
region. First, we assign coordinate values to the positions of all PEs with the purpose of
quantifying the distance and area (lines 2–4). Based on this, we traverse to find the coordi-
nates of the leftmost, topmost, rightmost and bottommost (Xl , Yt, Xr, Yb) PEs of the current
circuit to be evolved (lines 6–8). Once these four coordinates are obtained, the area of the
rectangle in which the circuit to be evolved is located is calculated (line 10). If the number
of free PEs (Fp) contained in this rectangular area is greater than the number of PEs inserted
by the HTs (Hp), then this area is the evolvable area. Otherwise, the clustering solves for the
center coordinates (CP) of the circuit to be evolved (line 17). Afterward, an attempt is made
to expand the original region with rectangular cells (line 19) and calculate the Euclidean
distance (lines 21–23) of all the newly added PEs from the CP. After that, the Euclidean
distances are sorted in ascending order (line 25), and the relationship between the number
of Fp and the number of Hp in the current region is compared in order (lines 27–29). If there
are joined rectangular regions in which Fp is greater than Hp, the current region is an
evolvable region; otherwise, lines 18–31 are repeated until the PE requirement for evolution
is satisfied. The time complexity of this algorithm is O(n).
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Algorithm 1 Optimization of Evolvable Region Algorithm
Input: All PEs on the CGRA
Output: Optimized Evolvable Region (OER);
List_PEs:all PEs; ListC_PEs:PEs used in the current evolutionary circuit.

1: /* Assign the position of all PEs (PE_pos) to coordinate values (cv) */
2: for i in length(List_PEs): do
3: Assign PE_posi → cvi
4: end for
5: /* Traverse to find the Xl , Yt, Xr, Yb in the current evolutionary circuit */
6: for i in length(List_PEs): do
7: Find(Xl , Yt, Xr, Yb)
8: end for
9: /* Calculate the initial area (Ira) occupied by the current evolutionary circuit */

10: Ira = (Xl − Xr)× (Yt −Yb)
11: /* Compare the number of free-PEs (Fp) in the Ira with the number of HT-I PEs (Hp) */
12: if Fp >= HP then
13: Output Ira→ Ora
14: break
15: else
16: /* Clustering to solve the center point (CP) of the current evolutionary circuit */
17: CP→ Clustering(ListC_PEs.cv)
18: /* Expand the evolution area (era) horizontally or vertically
19: List_Era→ Expend(Ira)
20: /* Calculate Euclidean_distance between the added coordinates (a_cv) and CP in

turn */
21: for i in length(List_Era): do
22: Euclidean_distancei→ Calculate(CP, a_cv)
23: end for
24: /* Sort the Euclidean distance in ascending order */
25: ListS_Era→ Sort(Euclidean_distance);
26: /* Compare sequentially in ascending order of Euclidean distance Fp and Hp */
27: if ListS_Era.Fp >= HP then
28: Output ListS_Era→ Ora
29: break
30: else
31: repeat (18)–(31);
32: end if
33: end if

3.3. Evolutionary Algorithm

The overall implementation of the evolutionary algorithm is shown in Figure 5. We use
external evolution to search for the optimal circuit structure and deploy the optimal circuit
structure that satisfies the conditions to CGRA for implementation. We use one-dimensional
genetic coding to characterize individuals, where the coding length is related to the specific
circuit structure, reflecting the mapping of each function in the circuit to the PE. At first, we
generate an initial population, where each individual in the population represents a circuit
structure, and then set up an evaluation function to evaluate the individuals to further
select the best ones for subsequent evolution. For traversing the optimization space, we
employ crossover and mutation to generate new (better) individuals.

The evolutionary process is defined as a search for the optimal circuit structure Copt
that minimizes the value of the evaluation function, and the evaluation function is set as:

Evalution_valuei =
n

∑
i=1

Wire_lenghti + Cos ti. (1)
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In Equation (1), Wire_length represents the span between selected adjacent PEs and
its sum is used to measure the overall circuit wiring length, representing the resource
consumption and overall timing of the circuit. Cost represents the feasibility limit, w.r.t.,
a PE in CGRA cannot perform two functions at the same time and the PE inserted by HTs
can no longer be used. It is expressed as:

Cos ti =


10000, i f posm = posn( posm, posn ∈ C)
10000, i f posi = posHT-I(posi ∈ C)
10000, i f posi is used by other circuits( posi ∈ C)
0, otherwise

(2)

where C represents the generated circuit structure and pos represents the location of the PE.
EA-based evolution involves traversing the design space by generating new (and better)
individuals for each offspring. We use the following operations to generate new individuals
for the next generation population.

Figure 5. The implementation procedure of evolutionary algorithm.

Selection: We used a tournament selection method to select individuals for the next
generation. This selection method involves selecting the most suitable individuals, 20 (in
this paper) individuals from the current population for the next generation.

Crossover: We use the following operation to achieve crossover between two individ-
uals of a generation—selecting a fragment of the first half of the first individual to cross
with a fragment of the second half of the second individual to generate a new individual
in exchange.

Mutation: The mutation is essential to prevent the search from getting stuck in some
local optimum. We use single-point mutation to randomly select available PEs, setting a 20%
probability of randomly selecting a point of the current individual for single-point mutation.

4. Evaluation Results

This section describes the details of the scheme proposed in this paper through the
implementation of two example circuits. These two circuits perform arithmetic operations.
They occupy different numbers of PEs and perform evolution on CGRAs with different
resources. Based on the above example circuits, we have investigated the use of the
proposed approach against HT protection.
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4.1. The Target Circuit and the Expected Behavior of the HT Mitigation Mechanism

Example circuit-I performs ((a + b) × c − d)/e arithmetic operations, occupying four
PEs, and is deployed on a CGRA with a total of nine PEs. Example circuit-II performs
(a)(a + b) × (c + d) −m/(e + f) × (g + h) arithmetic operations, occupies nine PEs, and is
deployed on a CGRA with 25 PEs. The data flow diagrams (DFG) of the two circuits are
shown in Figure 6.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. DFG of 2 example circuits. (a) ((a + b) × c− d)/e. (b) (a + b)× (c + d) −m/(e + f) × (g + h).

Examples of circuits infected by HT and corrected by CGRA reconfiguration are shown
in Figures 7 and 8, where the blue arrows represent the data flow. Figures 7a and 8a show
the initial version of the circuit, and Figures 7b and 8b show the infected version of the
circuit with one PE infected with HT in circuit-I and two PEs infected with HT in circuit-II.
After performing the EA and reconfiguring the CGRA, the expected circuit function is
corrected as shown in Figures 7c,d and 8c,d.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7. Description of the example circuit-I and anticipation of the HT mitigation mechanism.
(a) original circuit-I. (b) HT inserted in the circuit-I. (c) EA-based reconfiguration to correct the
circuit-I. (Red mark: the HT-I PEs; Blue Arrow: The data flow).
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8. Description of the example circuit-II and anticipation of the HT mitigation mechanism. (a)
original circuit-II. (b) HT inserted in the circuit-II. (c) EA-based reconfiguration to correct the circuit-II.
(Red mark: the HT-I PEs; Blue Arrow: The data flow).

4.2. Experimental Results

The experiments are conducted by external evolution on a PC with a 4-core processor
of 11th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-1130G7 with 1.1 GHz and 8 GB of memory. Since the scale
of the experimental circuit is small, the population size is set to 100, and the corresponding
iterations are set for circuit-I and circuit-II, respectively 2000 and 20,000 iterations.

We count the time required to achieve EA in different ERs to evaluate the impact
of ER on evolutionary efficiency. Meanwhile, the evolution success rate (ESR) is also
proposed as a metric to assess the impact of the insertion of different numbers of HTs in
CGRAs on evolution. The ESR is defined as: the number of successful evolutions/the total
number of evolutions × 100%, and the total number of evolutions is set to 10 in this paper.
The corresponding number of iterations are evolved for circuit-I and circuit-II, where the
optimal evolution results are shown in Figure 9.

Tables 1 and 2 show the time required to implement EA in different ERs for circuit-I
and circuit-II. Circuit-I requires four PEs to implement EA in all evolvable region (AER,
9PE) and in the optimized evolvable region (OER, 6PE), respectively, and it can be seen
that the evolution time required in the OER is less than the AER. The increase in evolution
efficiency is not very significant, mainly due to the simpler implementation of circuit-I
and the small of AERs. Circuit-II requires eight PEs to implement EA in the AER (25PE)
and in the OER (20PE, 16PE, 15PE, 12PE, 10PE), respectively. It is clear from Table 2 that
the evolution efficiency increases sharply as the ER is reduced. The above experiments
fully illustrate that shrinking ER can help improve the evolution efficiency. The reason is
that optimizing ER can reduce the search space to accelerate the evolution of individuals
toward the optimal solution. In particular, when the ER is similar to the circuit size, only a
few of the generated initial individuals satisfy the solution conditions and it is not easy to
expand the search range, so the convergence is accelerated in the subsequent iterations.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. The optimal evolution results of circuits. (a) circuit-I. (b) circuit-II. (Red mark: the HT-I PEs;
Blue Arrow: The data flow).

Table 1. Evolution time of circuit-I in different evolvable regions.

HR Times 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Avg.

9 0.620 0.609 0.634 0.679 0.653 0.638 0.625 0.607 0.595 0.681 0.634
6 0.595 0.643 0.65 0.606 0.63 0.646 0.625 0.618 0.666 0.631 0.631

Table 2. Evolution time of circuit-II in different evolvable regions.

HR Times 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Avg.

25 39.005 31.358 30.015 38.237 28.374 27.899 52.490 28.959 41.799 29.215 34.735
20 40.617 42.806 25.90 30.681 29.353 28.797 34.881 35.472 32.108 34.291 33.490
16 31.718 30.817 29.173 24.520 28.182 19.431 28.276 25.473 27.261 18.815 26.367
15 23.446 25.119 28.843 28.530 25.919 13.493 25.618 27.922 28.135 8.293 23.532
12 0.121 0.098 0.274 0.126 0.157 0.769 0.263 0.277 0.416 0.126 0.262
10 0.075 0.103 0.098 0.100 0.074 0.101 0.078 0.098 0.068 0.076 0.087

Figure 10 shows the effect of the insertion of different numbers of HTs in the CGRA
on the ESR. Circuit-I requires four PEs to achieve the function and it evolves on a CGRA
with nine PEs. In Figure 9a, it can be seen that circuit-I evolves successfully as long as
there are more than four available PEs in the CGRA. Circuit-II requires eight PEs to achieve
functionality and it evolves on a CGRA with 25 PEs. The range of the number of insertion
HTs at this point is 1–25. Since the ESR is 100% for all insertions less than 10 and 0 for all
insertions greater than 20, only this representative part is shown in Figure 9b to illustrate
the variety of ESR with the number of insertion HTs. When the number of insertion HTs
reaches 15, there are only 10 PEs available in CGRA. At this time, the ESR cannot reach
100%. When the number of insertion HTs reaches 16,17, it is more difficult to find a qualified
circuit structure among the available PEs, so the ESR drops significantly. The reason for this
is that circuit-II requires eight PEs to achieve the function, and the circuit combinations are
more diverse, making it difficult to obtain a feasible solution in the limited number of PEs.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10. The ESR under different numbers of HTs. (a) circuit-I. (b) circuit-II.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a mitigation mechanism against HTs at the edge. The pro-
posed approach is applicable to CGRAs based on FPGAs. When certain PEs are identified
to be infected with HTs, the EA is used to reconfigure the on-chip PEs. Meanwhile, the ef-
ficiency of circuit evolution is improved by optimizing the evolvable region. Eventually,
circuits based on CGRA deployments automatically recover from HTs damage through
efficient alternative configurations for edge computing. Since few studies have proposed
work on HT protection of CGRAs, we report experimental results for two example circuits
and outline the effectiveness and evolutionary efficiency of the approach.

In future work, we will evaluate the effectiveness of the HT mitigation mechanism pro-
posed in this paper more comprehensively on more different types of CGRAs. In addition,
we will further develop the mitigation mechanism to extend the case of HTs insertion into
the interconnection area in CGRA. Meanwhile, the research work in this paper is currently
implemented only for simulation to verify its effectiveness. Next, we will conduct on-board
experiments on the CGRA implemented by FPGA.
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